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THANKFUL LOCAL

Resident of Newton, Conn., gives thanks to
Rider community for post-Sandy Hook condopage 8
lences.

HITTING THE HIGH NOTES

PEREIRA’S PASSION

Season two of “R Factor” brings back some of last
year’s favorite voices and showcases new talent.
					page 6

Junior Tommy Pereira peaks on the hardwood in
2012-13 season.
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Why We Love Rider

A top-10 list of our adored, yet often unacknowledged, campus favorites

T

By Katie Zeck
HIS list represents a few of The Rider News’ favorite people, places, activities and oddities that
only those who bleed cranberry truly love and
appreciate.

10. When the residence hall quad turns
into Miami Beach on the first nice day
If you’re a freshman, you likely have not yet experienced this phenomenon. There will be a day — probably sometime in early April — when the temperature
reaches somewhere in the high 60s. Beach towels
appear out of thin air, bathing suit tops adorn many
of our female students, the volleyball court behind
Switlik Hall gets its full use, music is blasted from an
unknown room and at some point, a grill is ignited.
It’s an awesome impromptu spring break. Everyone
seems friendlier and more laid back, which might
be because a lot of people opt to skip classes. Even
though Rider doesn’t magically transform into a seaside university on these days, after a cold winter and
months of classes, a refreshing break and the reminder
that summer is right around the corner is always
welcome.
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9. Your professors know you by name
We like this for a couple of different reasons. For
one, if your professor knows your name, odds are
you’re in a smaller class, which is pretty typical around
Rider. Getting to know your professors better through
Rider’s smaller class sizes helps out your grade
because you’re able to build a better relationship and
ultimately, learn more from someone teaching a class
of 20 instead of a class of
70. Also, it’s nice to have
SEE LOVE
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that added feeling of appreciation and importance in
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A few of out favorite things about Rider include Miss Ann and Maria, finding a spot in the Kroner Lot and not waiting in line at a print station.

A

By Katie Zeck

NEW academic program that
would allow a student to
hold three minors instead
of a full major has been
proposed by a task force within the
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences (SLAS). Upon completion of
the three minors and other requirements, a student would receive a
Bachelor of Arts in Multidisciplinary Studies (BAMS).
According to Jonathan Millen,
Assistant Dean of LAS, the chairs
and faculty members of various
departments and programs are
currently debating the proposal.
The proposal will then be submitted for review by the Liberal
Arts and Sciences Committee on
Academic Policy (LASCAP) and,
if approved, seek approval by the
university and the state of New
Jersey. The task force hopes that
the new program will be approved
by LASCAP by the fall of 2013.

The proposal, which is still
in its early stages, aims to allow
a student to combine his or her
interests for a more multi-faceted
and, ultimately, more marketable
liberal arts education, Millen said.
Millen feels that this major
will help to better qualify students
for careers that require a knowledge base that crosses several
disciplines.
“The national conversation
in higher education is more and
more about preparing students for
an interconnected world,” Millen
said. “We’re trying to do the best
we can to prepare students to meet
that challenge.”
According to the proposal,
BAMS “offers a framework within
which creative and independent thinkers can be guided to
systematically explore multiple
disciplines.” Through the new
program, students will essentially
be able to create their own major

through an interdisciplinary
course load.
“A good example would be to
have the minors journalism, political science and law and justice,”
Millen explained. “They go hand
in hand and the student would be
informed in multiple areas. With
good advising, we don’t think a
student is giving up on depth in
order to gain breadth.”
The minors would be grounded
in liberal arts with only one of the
three minors allowed to be chosen
outside of SLAS. In these early
stages, there is also talk that a student would need approval to enter
the program.
According to Millen, it has
not yet been decided how a
student would receive approval.
Hypothetically, it would be along
the lines of indication — through
a
SEE BAMS
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tation
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SLAS proposing major consisting of three minors

A new academic program proposed by the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences would allow a student to have three minors, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Multidisciplinary Studies (BAMS).
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SECURITY BRIEFS
Sick, not sober

Water worries

Post-it problems

Friday, Feb. 8 to Sunday, March, 3

An underage female resident
student spent her night in a
hospital room on Jan. 27. At 1:15
a.m., Public Safety responded to
a call for a medical emergency at
Omega House. When the officers
arrived, Lawrence Township EMS
was on the scene and the student
was reportedly vomiting from
consuming too much alcohol.
The EMTs treated the student
while Public Safety talked to the
911 caller — a male commuter
student. He told the officers that
she was doing shots and once
she began vomiting, he called
the ambulance out of concern.
The female student was transported to a nearby hospital for
further medical attention. She
was not charged with violating
a township ordinance, but the
matter has been referred to the
Office of Community Standards.

While plowing snow off the
sidewalks in the residence quad
on Jan. 25, a Facilities member
noticed a water leak coming
from Conover Hall. Public Safety
responded at 10:20 p.m. and
observed the water streaming from the building and onto
Route 206. At this time, Public
Safety alerted the LTPD that the
water was accumulating and may
freeze over on 206. The officers
then discovered that the leak was
coming from the water supply
of one of the residence hall’s
lounges. The water was shut off,
cleaned up and Facilities was able
to make the necessary repairs.

A female commuter student
received an unexpected officesupply-related surprise on the
morning of Jan. 10. At 8:05 a.m., a
male staff member called Public
Safety after noticing a car parked
in the West Village A lot covered
in Post-it notes. The sticky notes
covered the windows of the car
and many were also thrown on
the ground. Public Safety then
made contact with the student
who owned the car, but she was
unable to provide insight as to
who vandalized the car. There are
no current suspects.

Geoffrey Dorfman: Eye and Mind
Tuesdays through Thursdays, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Sundays, noon to 4 p.m., Art Gallery
Friday, Feb. 8

Rip the Runway for Project Eliminate
7 p.m., SRC

Senior pub night

9 p.m. to 2 a.m., BLC Pub
Saturday, Feb. 9

RU Spoken Word starring Tina B
7 p.m., BLC Pub
Tuesday, Feb. 12

Black History Month Jeopardy
7 p.m., Daly’s
Wednesday, Feb. 13

Comedian Adam Mamawala

JOIN THE RIDER NEWS
Starting Feb. 10, The Rider News will
hold its weekly meetings at 9 p.m. on
Sundays in Ridge House basement.
Any student interested in writing or
taking pictures for the newspaper is
encouraged to attend.

10 p.m., BLC Theater
Friday, Feb. 15

Senior Trip: Spider-man on Broadway
Tickets are on sale in the SRC ticket booth for $30.
Bus departs from the BLC at 3 p.m.

MLK Day of Service

Volunteers will be mobilized to 3 different Boys and
Girls Club after-school program.
Bus departs from the BLC at 3 p.m.

NEWS BRIEFS

A
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BLOCK of tickets for members
of the Rider community is
available to purchase for
the Westminster Symphonic
Choir’s performances of Bach’s
St. Matthew Passion with The
Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted
by Yannick Nézet-Séguin. It will
take place on March 28 and 30 at
the Kimmel Center in Philadelphia.
To reserve your tickets, contact
Anne Sears in the Westminster
Office of External Affairs.
Quantity’s are limited.

Singing praises to current, past diversity
Rider’s annual Black History Month celebration began Feb. 5 in the Cavalla Room with keynote speaker Dr. Marc Lamont Hill. His
speech focused on the importance of diversity, especially in schools, as well as the importance of President Barack Obama’s second term,
which he referred to as “a symbol of American possibility.” Hill also discussed the importance of gospel music in his life and encouraged
everyone to join him in singing, “Lift Every Voice and Sing.” Hill is currently a host for Huffpost Live and teaches at Columbia University.
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a class. You’re called on by name
and there’s a sense of genuine
care about your overall success.
CONT’D FROM P.1
But even more important are the
opportunities that come with getting to know and
building a relationship with your professors. They’ll
connect you with their colleagues working in your field
of study, suggest an internship or keep you updated
on job postings. And it’s all because Rider’s smaller
classes help them know your name.

8. When you get an email saying you
have a package at Mail Services

Usually getting mail isn’t a big deal at all. When
you’re at home, it’s a chore when Mom or Dad ask
you to grab it. Nothing is ever for you and it’s mostly
junk mail. But when you’re at school, living on campus, it’s a beautiful thing because you know it’s not
going to be some bank trying to get you to take out a
loan or a charity asking for money from your already
shallow wallet; it’s something good, from someone
who knows and cares about you enough to go out of
his or her way to mail you a package. And because
going away to school can often make even the strongest of us a little homesick, getting an email that a
little piece of home has arrived in Lawrenceville is
such a great feeling.

6. Buffalo chicken wraps

When you see a line that wraps around Daly’s
and out the front door, what comes to mind first?
Mongolian grill? Nah, it’s on the menu too frequently
for that kind of a wait. Cheeseburger wrap? Getting
closer. It’s none other than the wrap that’s a perfect
combination of spice from the buffalo sauce and freshness from the tortilla and lettuce. There’s some addictive quality to the buffalo chicken wrap at Daly’s that
makes us OK with waiting a while for something that
will take us less than five minutes to eat. We love that
Rider notices and supports this addiction by serving
the delicacy multiple times a month.

5. TCNJ vs. Rider ice hockey games

R

IDER has

no longer been running on Dunkin’
since the start of the spring semester. The university switched coffee providers and will not be
offering Dunkin’ Donuts in Cranberry’s. Wawa
Coffee, previously only served in Daly’s, has been
chosen as the replacement and is now also available
for purchase in Cranberry’s.
Aramark director Scott Oswald stated that after
Aramark’s purchase of the popular coffee last year,
Dunkin’ Donuts’ parent company, J.M. Smucker’s,
was no longer interested in Dunkin’ Donuts dividend
reinvestment program. They made the decision to
pull out of that line of business.
At the end of last semester, Aramark and Rider
Dining Services conducted a tasting event and
an online survey on the Rider Dining Facebook
page to gauge student reaction to various providers. Ultimately, the decision was meant to be made
by the students. Samples from Peet’s Coffee, Java
City Eco-Ground, Seattle’s Best and Wawa Coffee
were all present at the tasting event held outside of
Cranberry’s during the last week of the fall semester.
“At the tasting event, Wawa actually came in
second place by one vote behind Seattle’s Best, but
on the Facebook survey, Wawa won with 20 votes to
Seattle’s Best’s 14,” Oswald said.
According to the online Facebook survey, there
were only 36 participants out of the 578 people who
“liked” the page.
“Wawa is a local brand that has a regional

3. Sitting courtside at a home basketball
game
Without a football team, Rider students pride
themselves on packing the Broncs’ Zoo to support
the men’s and women’s basketball teams. The small
capacity of Alumni Gym provides all of its occupants
an opportunity to potentially affect the outcome of the
game, whether by yelling and stomping their feet or by
starting the popular “Let’s Go Rider!” chant. It’s why
we think the Zoo is one of the toughest gyms in which
to play basketball.

2. Getting a parking spot in the Kroner
lot
For the non-freshman resident student, finding a spot in the Kroner Lot may or may not rival
Christmas morning. It’s the difference between walking across campus in frigid temperatures and jumping out of your car and into your residence hall. The
convenience and accessibility of snagging one of these
spots is almost like having your own driveway. Plus,
the next time you head out you won’t have to factor in
a five-minute walk time to your car.

4. The gym on a Saturday morning

1. Miss Ann and Maria

For those of us who are avid gym-goers, you know
this one all too well: that soft hum of only two or three
treadmills in use, the luxury to choose the exact type
of elliptical you wish and the joy of having complete
access to the whole mat at the back of the gym for

Rider drops Dunkin’
By Ariana Albarella

your ab workout. It’s like heaven. You might spend
an extra four or five minutes on your cardio machine
instead of the exact 30 you have to stick to when it’s
crowded. You’ll do that really hard arm workout and
not feel embarrassed because you won’t be making
ridiculous faces in front of 30 or more people. Best of
all, there won’t be as many students who don’t follow
proper gym etiquette — looking at you, girls talking
on their cell phones and guys slamming the weights.

When you put two crosstown rivals in the same
arena, you know the intensity is bound to reach a boiling point. Attending a Rider vs. TCNJ hockey game
brings out not only the best of the competition on the
ice, but in the crowd. Both teams share Loucks Ice
Center as their home arena, so while the two teams
square off on the ice, the buzz in the crowd is intense
with both sides cheering on their school to victory.

7. When there’s no line at the print
stations
For some of us, it’s the one next to the P.O.D in
Sweigart Hall or maybe the one right when you walk
into Memorial Hall. No matter your go-to print station, when you’re able to walk up to that computer
five minutes before class and not have to wait for those
in front of you to meticulously open and close the
documents they need to print, it’s as if you’ve reached
Rider VIP status. At that point you’re able to take
your time and print as much as you need to (for free,
of course) and from then on, you know it’s going to be
a good day.

News
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following,” said Oswald. “I also believe that the
Wawa coffee flavor profile is similar to Dunkin’.”
When asked about the change, many students
were unaware of the survey and the tasting event,
but had knowledge of the new provider.
“I am upset by the change because I am huge fan
of Dunkin’ Donuts coffee,” said freshman elementary education and psychology major Maria Shute.
“I have both Dunkin’ Donuts and Wawa around me,
but I have chosen Dunkin’ Donuts as my preferred
coffee provider. Since it will no longer be offered on
campus, I will probably just get coffee off campus”
Other students feel more or less indifferent to the
beverage switch.
“I had a few friends stop in and try the coffee
out,” said senior secondary education and history
major Christian Lugo. “They were big fans of the
coffee that was provided on campus last year, but
none of them have remarked really on any change in
taste or things of the sort.”
The idea that Wawa coffee will now be offered in
more than one location sparked a positive reaction
among some students.
“It’s a lot more convenient because now I can get
the same flavors I like, such as Dark Roast, in more
than one place,” said freshman radio and television
major Katie Lassiter.
The conveniences don’t stop at the multiple
locations, however. The prices and cup sizes at
Cranberry’s remain the same as well as the flavors,
ranging from regular blend to hazelnut.

To an outsider, they’re the women who swipe ID
cards as students enter Daly’s. To our fellow Rider
students, Miss Ann and Maria are our rays of sunshine, our second moms, our unsung cheerleaders.
But what’s really unbelievable about these honorary
Broncs is that in the short few seconds it takes them
to swipe your ID card — a job that may be less than
glamorous — Miss Ann and Maria make us feel
loved, appreciated, cared for and noticed. By simply
acknowledging our existence and asking us how we’re
doing with sincere compassion, they improve our
moods and a smile may even creep its way onto our
faces. And when classes get tough and life seems to be
too overwhelming for words, that’s honestly one of the
best gifts in the world.
Photos by Maggie Sarlo and Katie Hambor.
Contact this writer at zeckk@theridernews.com
SEE THERIDERNEWS.COM
FOR BLOGS ABOUT STUDY
ABROAD, MUSIC AND
FRESHMAN EXPERIENCES.

Go where you want,
when you want.™
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By Lauren Santye
ANY people

say that they wish
they could make world peace a
reality. For some, it’s not just a
wish but a life goal.
Renowned peace negotiator Monica
McWilliams, a professor of women’s
studies at the University of Ulster in
Northern Ireland, spoke on Feb. 4 in
the Sweigart Auditorium about her
time serving on the Multi-Party Peace
Talks, which led to the Good Friday
Agreement in 1998. The compromise settled a 30-year conflict within
Northern Ireland between mostly
Catholics who identified with Ireland
and mostly Protestants who identified
with Britain. McWilliams helped negotiate and signed the agreement.
“Peace is a process and not an
event,” McWilliams said. “Compromise
can very difficult. Sometimes you
have to say accommodation instead of
compromise.”
McWilliams discussed the process
for peace that was implemented during
her work in Ireland. She explained how
it starts with management, like ceasefires and negotiations, then conflict
resolution, such as agreements and
implementations and finally conflict
transformation, which means reconciliation .
When further explaining the peace
process that took place in Northern
Ireland, McWilliams talked about

BAMS

confidence-building steps that she feels
are necessary, such as seating parties
alphabetically. This forces those on
opposing sides to “keep the dialogue
going, break down tension, attempt to
engage those who may be skeptical,
keep back channels open and encourage parties to stay on board.”
However, McWilliams pointed out
achieving peace is never easy.
“People don’t see compromise in
conflict as a strength, but rather a
weakness,” McWilliams said. “So they
compromise with a heavy heart. “
Along with her work in her
home country of Northern Ireland,
McWilliams has traveled through
various nations to give guidelines,
mediate and help people with basic
principles of negotiations. She has been
to Afghanistan, and most recently met
with women in Syria.
Right now during the Syrian uprising, there are 60,000 people dead,
and 1 million have fled because of
the violence. There is also an absence
of attention toward Syrian women,
according to McWilliams. She is currently meeting with groups of Syrian
women to set up a series of ideas of
what society would look like if and
when the political violence ends. They
are “demanding the inclusion of at
least 30% of women in the legislative
body,” and working toward children’s
freedom to receive an education that is

with the faculty — of
his or her strong interest
in and commitment to
CONT’D FROM P. 1
the three areas of study.
Other requirements of the major would include a
senior capstone experience and a “portfolio of intent.”
This portfolio, as stated in the proposal, is where a student will describe which three minors he or she wants
to pursue and what the multidisciplinary connections
are among those minors.
“The portfolio of intent will be approved by
the director of the program,” the proposal states.
“The portfolio is the ‘contract’ that the student will
develop to state intention and purpose for choosing
the particular combination of minors. It will establish
a concrete advising map for entry into and progress
through the BAMS. The portfolio will be revised at
least annually to maintain a clear path to the student
graduation success. It will also help students if there

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

Peacemaker seeks to apply N. Ireland lessons

Professor Monica McWilliams discussed her experiences handling international disputes.
McWilliams was one of the negotiators involved in the 1998 Good Friday Agreement.
not run by radicals.
Joy Suslov, a senior pursuing a
masters in teaching, said she enjoyed
learning about a new perspective on
these global issues.
“I thought it was a very interesting
lecture and it was interesting to see
a different point of view on negotiations,” Suslov said.
McWilliams stressed the importance
of being aware of past conflicts to

are any changes in their minor.”
The task force responsible for creating the program includes Dean of the College of Liberal Arts,
Education and Sciences Patricia Mosto; Millen; Dr.
Michael Carlin, an associate professor of psychology; Dr. Roberta Clipper, a professor of English; Dr.
Peter Hester, an associate professor of education; Dr.
Laura Hyatt, associate dean for sciences; William
Larrousse, director of undergraduate admissions;
Dean of Freshmen Ira Mayo; Dr. Nikki Shepardson,
an associate professor of history; Dr. Gabriela Smalley,
an associate professor of geology, environmental and
marine sciences; and Boris Vilic, dean of the College
of Continuing Studies.
The group feels that the program will help increase
student retention, appeal to a student-centered educational experience and better assist students to prepare
for careers that may not fit into a standard major.
Despite these benefits, a few faculty members feel

avoid making matters worse.
“Our tongues can be as deadly as
our guns,” McWilliams said. “Those
who forget the past are going to be
condemned to repeat it.”
Additional reporting by Jen Maldonado.

differently about the program.
“I don’t believe that three minors in lieu of a major
will provide the kind of depth into any one area we
would like our students to attain,” Dr. Cynthia Lucia,
associate professor of English said. “Right now we
offer a wide variety of interdisciplinary opportunities within majors and minors that already exist, and
students can select multiple disciplinary majors as
well. Students can do a double major and a minor or
a major with up to three minors. I’m not sure why we
would want to water down what students already are
able to access.”
To that criticism, Millen says that BAMS would
be more of a four-year strategic plan as opposed to
simply picking up a few minors.
“What we’re trying to say is, if you come in with a
plan, you have a better chance to take advantage of
the full curriculum,” Millen said. “If a student were to
do a major and two minors, that’s fantastic, but that
usually happens more serendipitously than what we’re
looking to do. We’re not saying ours is better, it’s just
another option.”
Communication professor Barry Janes said that he
thinks the main drawback of the current proposal for
BAMS is the logistics.
“A lot of departments are concerned [with] what
this means based on the number of students that
might be joining the major,” Janes said. “For example,
in our department we rely on facilities and computer
labs. If an inordinate number of students took this
[BAMS] approach and we received a large number of
students wishing to enter the minor, we would need
larger labs to accommodate the students. But these are
all issues that we still need to talk about. We don’t yet
know the answers.”
On the other hand, Janes feels that BAMS could be
a positive option for many students.
“I think the flexibility would be good on a number
of levels,” he said. “We live in a much different society.
Today, a variety of resources will make a student
much more valuable. Also it’s in the liberal tradition to
have a broad approach. That’s why our students take
a variety of core classes. I see this as an extension of
that broad liberal tradition. In this modern world, it
would be an extension that could be very valuable.”
Contact this writer at zeckk@theridernews.com
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The Black Student Union Presents

Black

History

Month

Moving Forward
Toward Success
16 The National Great Blacks in Wax Museum

Baltimore, Md.
For more information, contact Ashley Theosmy,
Black Student Union president, at theosmya@rider.edu

18 Black & Hispanic Alliance Open Mic Night
8 p.m., WCC Dining Commons

February

05 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Marc Lamont Hill

7 p.m., Bart Luedeke Center, Cavalla Room
One of the nation’s most notable African American leaders,
Dr. Marc Lamont Hill sheds light on an entirely new approach to
teaching and offers insights into controversial issues like the war
on education and race in a post-Obama America.

06 NAACP Round Table

6 p.m., Science & Technology Center, Room 201
Join us in a round table discussion with the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People as we discuss the history
of the organization and how the organization is impacting our
communities today.

07 Common Cents: Money Management Tips

5 to 6 p.m. and 6 to 7 p.m.,
Vona Academic Annex, Room 23 and 24
Come join two concurrent workshops facilitated by Rider alumni
working in the financial field. RSVP at 609-895-5614 by
February 5. (20 student per workshop limit)

08

“ I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings:

Reflections of the African American Experience”
8 p.m., Princeton Campus, Bristol Chapel

12 Black History Month Jeopardy

6:30 p.m., Mercer Room
Test your knowledge of black history in this quiz-style game.

19 Showing of the film “Elza” followed by discussion with
director Mariette Monpierre

7 p.m., Sweigart Auditorium
Elza, a Parisian student returning to her birthplace of Guadalupe
to find her father that she barely remembers, makes her way
into his luxurious home by posing as a baby sitter for his 6-yearold granddaughter, only to discover a family marked by adultery,
mental illness and racism.

19 An Evening with Hon. Cory Booker
Mayor, Newark, NJ

7:30 p.m., Daly’s Dining Hall, Mercer Room
Co-sponsored by the Rebovich Institute for New Jersey Politics.

20 Greek Organizations Round Table

6 p.m., Science & Technology Center, Room 201
Join us in a round table discussion with the Divine Nine Greek
Organizations while they discuss the history of their organizations
as well as changes seen in the last century.

21 African Drumming Seminar
11:30 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.,
Princeton Campus, Recital Hall

24 Gospel Fest

5 p.m., Cavalla Room
Enjoy an evening of praise, music, and worship.

27 Freedom of Black Voices

6:30 p.m., Fireside Lounge
Enjoy the spoken word of Rider’s very own as well as
others in our community.

13 Black History Month Worship Service

6 p.m., Gill Chapel
Join the Rev. Tamara Davis and the Unashamed Gospel Choir for
an evening of music and the Word. Dinner to follow.
For more information, contact Rev. Katie Mulligan at kmulligan@
rider.edu or 805-448-9641

15 Martin Luther King Day of Service

For more information, contact Jane Sanchez at jsanchez@rider.edu

For more information,
contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs
at 609-895-5781
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By J’na Jefferson

“O Fortuna” blared from the speakers as
the judges walked on stage and took their seats.
Although the classical song’s serious tone was used
for intimidation purposes, Rider’s on-campus
singing competition the R Factor, currently in its
second season, is a friendly competition for all
involved.
Returning judges Assistant Director of Campus
Life Nick Barbati and Associate Director of
Athletics Karin Torchia were joined by two new
judges: Athletic Marketing Assistant Donte Carter
and Campus Area Director Jamiyl Mosely.
This year the competition was more interactive because audience members were able to
connect with the judges through Twitter pages
created for the event; the hashtags “#RFactor”
and “#RiderU” were used to live tweet during
auditions.
Many contestants from the first season
attempted to make it back to finals by auditioning again. Sophomore communication major Meg
Scheels, runner up to last year’s winner sophomore
popular music culture major Eric Krieg, did not
disappoint the judges with her rendition of “Up to
the Mountain” and advanced to the next round.

Last year’s third place winner, sophomore radio
and TV major Marrissa “MJ” Chatman, wowed
the crowd with the song “If I Ever Fall In Love” by
Shai.
“You stole my heart,” Mosely said to Chatman.
“You killed it.”
In addition to familiar voices, new ones also
emerged during the audition round. Sophomore
musical theater major Milika Griffiths and freshman undeclared liberal arts and sciences major
Anthony Washington secured a spot on Carter’s
and Barbati’s teams respectively after they were
chosen in the “judge’s pick” round. Senior arts
administration major Louise Mayer was Mosely’s
personal “judge’s pick” after singing “Valerie,”
accompanied by senior radio and TV major Kevin
Rafferty on guitar.
A big trend during the auditions seemed to be
R&B songs, with senior political science major
Keenan Bailey’s rendition of Mario’s “Let Me
Love You” and sophomore popular music major
Nicole Smith’s version of “Unbreak My Heart” by
Toni Braxton.
However, it was sophomore musical theater
major Andres Feliz’s soulful cover of a Musiq
Soulchild song that moved both the audience

members and the judges. He was Torchia’s “judge’s
pick.”
The audition round also showcased some
unique styles of singing by the contestants. Senior
global supply chain management major Mathilde
Buchet opted to sing a Celine Dion song in French
and freshman voice performance major Stephano
Andreotti performed an a cappella version of Josh
Groban’s “You Raise Me Up.”
Junior popular music majors Jalyssa James and
Toni Walker-Stanley put their voices together for
a twist on the gospel song “I Love You, Lord,”
which Torchia said “set the bar” for the rest of the
auditions.
Although much of the competition involved
singing, some contestants showed off their instrumental talents as well. Freshman theater major
Darin Earl and sophomore global supply chain
management major Cole Clark, who accompanied Scheels last year, played their guitars. Junior
radio and TV major Stephen Walters performed
a unique mash-up of Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will
Survive” and Green Day’s “Give Me Novacaine”
on his guitar. Sophomore musical theater major
Angelina Valente sang a piano cover of Gavin
DeGraw’s “Dancing Shoes,” which the judges

Mike Silverman/The Rider News

Raw talent is revealed in R Factor
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Torchia felt raised
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piano playing.
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By Megan Pendagast

If there is one innocuous, yet loaded
question that can shake an undergraduate to his or her very core, it is: “So,
what are you going to do after graduation?” After spending almost four
years living, learning and growing up
on campus, the idea of leaving school
behind and embarking on another
adventure is daunting. Life outside of
the Rider bubble is a potentially exciting and terrifying prospect for students.
With graduate school or employment looming in the future, thinking about what steps to take can be
overwhelming. Career adviser Lauren
Nicolosi offers suggestions for underand upperclassmen alike about planning for life outside of Rider.
“You should keep up with doing
whatever you are currently involved in
and think about gaps in your résumé
and how you can strengthen it, be it
through volunteering, being involved
with clubs or on- and off-campus activities,” Nicolosi said.
She recommends going to Career
Services’ website if students need help
planning.
“If you’re not sure what it is you
want to do, taking an assessment and
putting together a plan is a good idea,”
she said. “If you are pretty sure what
you want to pursue, you can check the
website to get started on the job search.
If you’re not already on Broncs Career
Link, now is the time to get on. It’s a
place where employers post positions
geared toward Rider alumni.”
According to Nicolosi, many students don’t realize that Career Services
offers assistance to Rider alumni as well
as current students.
Candace Costanzo, finance graduate, ’10, who received her master’s
degree in business administration in
2012, suggests taking advantage of
Rider’s resources.
“I would recommend that graduating students seek every opportunity

for learning,” Costanzo said. “You
can learn and build valuable skills and
enrich the way you think.”
Angelique Lee, elementary education and journalism graduate, ’12, says
that an effective résumé and online
profile are valuable tools.
“Keep your résumé up-to-date and
review it for mistakes whenever you
can,” Lee said. “That résumé will be
sent to a lot of potential employers, so
you need to make sure that it is free of
errors, is completely accurate and gives
full descriptions of all of your past jobs
and responsibilities. Use the websites
of jobs where you would want to work,
create a profile on LinkedIn and visit
job search websites regularly.”
LinkedIn is a social and professional
networking website used by over 200
million people and is available in more
than 200 countries.
Nicolosi believes in the benefits of
the website, but also wishes to express
the importance of forging and using
connections to bolster marketability.
“Who you know is very important
in addition to having resources to
search and apply online,” Nicolosi
said. “LinkedIn is a valuable resource,
but don’t underestimate face-to-face
interaction.”
Lee also stresses the importance of
networking and the truth in the saying,
“It’s who you know.”
“Use every angle you can,” she said.
“Tell everyone you know what kind
of job you’re looking for, because you
never know who might have a connection that could help you. I got a
temporary position over the summer
because my dad knows a principal of
a school that had a summer program.
He gave me a chance and I got some
experience, a reference and new details
to put on my résumé.”
Costanzo felt similarly.
“I worried that I wasn’t making
enough connections or that I was only
concerned with making connections to

politicalhumor.about.com

Planning can postpone
post-graduation panic

possibly get a job, I drove myself nuts,”
Costanzo said. “Because of this, I
knew I had to get an MBA and started
Rider’s program. I felt much more
confident in my ability to succeed.
Companies really do love the safety in
hiring people who are recommended
by current employees. The friend who
recommended me was also a Rider
graduate in finance.”
Setting realistic goals is also
important.
“The first job you get most likely
won’t be your dream job, but it could
put you in line to get that dream job,”
Lee said. “My current job — working
in a daycare center with infants and
kindergarteners — isn’t ideal, but it’s in
my career field and is giving me experience I can put toward the job that I
eventually want to hold.”
For students pursuing graduate
school, The Princeton Review is coming to campus to talk about strategy
and allow students to take graduate exams such as the GRE, GMAT,
MCAT and LSAT for free on various
dates from Feb. 12 to March 2.
Allie Ward, journalism graduate, ’11, received her master’s degree
in magazine writing from New York
University in December 2012 and
agrees that the market is less than ideal.
“I was surprised at how dry the job
market still is,” Ward said. “I naively
thought my classmates and I would
have no problems getting jobs. Don’t
get me wrong, there are positions out
there, but finding a job that you love
that’s in your field is tough right out of

the gate.”
Currently working as a digital news
reporter at Newsmax in New York City,
Ward preaches patience and optimism
while looking for work.
“Don’t freak out about finding a
job,” she said. “I had many, ‘Oh my
God, I’m going to be a waitress for the
rest of my life’ moments. Don’t stress
and don’t settle for something that’s
just a paycheck. I expected to have no
problem finding a job, especially since
I’d taken the next step and spent all
that money to get a master’s, but it was
tougher than I thought.”
Whether you are planning to attend
graduate school or jump right into
the job market, Nicolosi suggests that
future graduates approach faculty for
letters of recommendation and secure
them as references.
“Life after Rider has been good,”
Costanzo said. “After you get past the
first six months and your student loans
kick in, you feel more in control of your
life. The job market is rough but if you
can market yourself and have enough
drive to succeed, you can find a job.
There are so many different routes to
be successful and more importantly,
happy.”
There will be a career fair on March
28 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for students
looking to network. You can access the
Career Services’ website at rider.edu/
careerservices.
Contact this writer at pendagastm@
theridernews.com
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nd Toni Walker-Stanley, juniors, collaborate on an original version of “I Love You, Lord,” which judge Karin
d the bar for the rest of the auditions. The talented duet is moving on to the finals as part of Team Barbati.

ul, praising her strong vocals and

to Nick Barbati, Team Torchia is
Feliz and Scheels, Team Donte is
Valente, Team Jamiyl is Mayer and
Team Barbati is the duo James and
y as well as Andreotti.

After the judges made their personal picks, the
rest of the contestants were randomly added to
each team. The finals of R Factor will be on Feb.
22, and the winner will receive his or her own oncampus concert during University Day, as well as a
check for $500.

Mike Silverman/The Rider News

Arts&Entertainment

Sophomore Milika Griffiths’ strong performance secures her a spot in the finals on Team Donte.

By Melissa Lindley

Two of The Real Housewives
of New Jersey made themselves
at home on Feb. 5 in the Bart
Luedeke Center.
Melissa Gorga and Kathy
Wakile, who are best known
for their roles on the hit Bravo
television series, spoke to a
crowd of enthusiastic students
about their experiences.
Prior to the discussion,
students were able to sample
Wakile’s homemade cannoli
from her new dessert line
Dolci della Dea (Goddess
Sweets) and listen to a few
songs from Gorga’s forthcoming album.
Gorga and Wakile are
cousins through marriage —
Wakile is the cousin of Gorga’s
husband Joe. Gorga is also
the sister-in-law of Teresa
Giudice, a fellow cast member
who is notorious for flipping
tables over and being the center of the drama featured on
recent seasons.
Assistant Director of
Campus Life Nick Barbati
opened the question and
answer period, asking the
women about their lives on
the show, before handing the
microphone over to students
who had questions of their
own. Some of the topics
included family relationships
on the show, adjusting to life
as newfound celebrities and
advice for students who are
looking for love.
Both women started off
by talking about their marriages and how they met their
husbands, before sharing their
perspectives about the change
from regular life to being followed by cameramen. Gorga
said she felt that the transition
was easier than anticipated
because she and Wakile are so

close.
“We didn’t know what we
were entering into,” Gorga
said. “I think it was easier
having each other to talk to
and feeling like we were in this
together.”
The family’s dynamics also
changed in ways they didn’t
foresee. Gorga made reference
to her tumultuous relationship
with Giudice throughout the
show. She and Giudice are
currently not speaking with
one another.
“I think there were a lot of
unexpected twists and turns,
a lot of accusations that are
ridiculous,” Gorga said. “It
comes with the territory. You
know what you’re signing up
for. You can’t play dumb.”
Despite the conflict with
Giudice and her brotherin-law, she expressed that
she hopes to reconcile and
eventually maintain a healthy
relationship with the couple,
characterizing Giudice as a
“go-getter.”
Gorga also explained how
important it is for both her
and others to stay genuine
and to be as honest as possible
when confronted with conflict.
Wakile agreed, saying the
emotions viewers see on the
show are authentic.
For both women it has
been a positive and negative experience. Being able
to watch themselves played
back on a recording gave
them a different outlook as an
outsider on their behavior, as
well as the behaviors of others,
allowing them to realize when
their words or actions had the
potential to be misconstrued.
They also agreed that
appearing on the show has
been inspiring because many
families can relate to the

Evan Gurman/The Rider News

Rider gets real with Jersey housewives

Melissa Gorga and Kathy Wakile spoke to Rider students about love, friendship and the television series that brought
them fame. Both women are cast members on the Bravo show The Real Housewives of New Jersey.
conflicts that have occurred in
the episodes, along with the
range of emotions that come
when dealing with unexpected
life events.
During the show, Wakile
shared her experiences of
having a daughter who suffered from a benign brain
tumor and supporting her
sister Rosie, who came out as
a lesbian this past season. She
feels blessed that people have
thanked her and the family for
opening up to the world and
giving inspiration to viewers
who are going through similar
situations.
“We promised to give our
reality,” Wakile said. “It’s
what we signed up for. It’s
not always good. There are
some good things, and there
are some that aren’t so great.
That’s what we promised to
be. We’re not playing anyone
else.”
After a deep discussion
regarding family relationships,
the conversation took a more

lighthearted direction, with
Gorga and Wakile sharing
marriage secrets and tips on
how to have a fun Valentine’s
Day, whether you’re single or
hitched. They also swapped
stories about how their husbands proposed.
Gorga told the ladies in
the crowd that it’s important
to always keep their guy on
his toes, not to let themselves
go and that by keeping him
interested, he’ll be less likely
to stray. Wakile and Gorga
also gave suggestions on how
to spend Valentine’s Day, by
either keeping it low-key and
simple if you have a date or
making it a girl’s night out for
the single ladies.
Junior elementary education and psychology major Liz
Shapiro enjoyed the ladies’
sense of humor.
“I loved that when someone
asked where Melissa got her
boots, she said, ‘Oh, I’d never
tell you his name — he’s a terrible plastic surgeon,’” Shapiro

said. “She thought she said
‘boobs.’”
Aside from the show, both
women are working on various side projects. Gorga is in
the process of writing a book
called Love, Italian Style, which
contains advice about how to
keep the spark in a marriage
and talks about her relationship with her husband. She
is also continuing her music
career and is currently a
spokesperson for Voli Light
Vodka. Wakile currently has
a mixed cocktail called Red
Velvet Cosmo that’s being
distributed to liquor stores
throughout New Jersey.
Gorga and Wakile seem to
have found a balance between
trendy and traditional in both
the show and their outside
endeavors, proving it’s possible
to stay current without straying too far from your roots.
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Editorial

Realizing students’
real love for Rider

A

S college students and young
adults growing up in a society
where voicing our opinions
and creating constructive
change is celebrated, it’s not hard to
see why we may not be the easiest
crowd to please. Whether it’s on
Twitter and Facebook or while we’re
waiting in line at Daly’s, we can be
found — despite any success of our
sport teams, graduates or university
as a whole — griping about something “Rider” did to upset or annoy
us. I’ve seen the sarcastically written
“Thanks, Rider” status appear on
my news feed more times than I can
count.
Despite these complaints, we all
made the decision to come to Rider.
Whether it was for the academic
programs, a Division I sports team
or maybe the small-school atmosphere, there was a reason our pros
for choosing Rider outweighed the
cons.
As student journalists, we’re
known for shedding light on the
flaws of our university. In the
recent past, we’ve written articles
that questioned Rider’s security
when attempted luring cases were
documented on campus; hushhush budget cuts that have affected
student course options; the registration and housing processes; the lack
of variety in fall concert selections
and little things, like how the smell
of Daly’s seems to linger on clothing for hours. We proudly stand
behind these stories because if

enough students think something is
wrong, it needs to gain attention so
that something is done about it, and
that’s where we come in as editors of
The Rider News.
However, for all the things we
find to complain about, so many
things about Rider are right. Our
story “Why we love Rider” is a
tribute to that, a nod to aspects of
our campus that make us glad to
be a part of this community and
that make us smile, like the thrill of
snagging a spot in Kroner Lot, the
exciting, intense atmosphere that
can be found at the club ice hockey
games and the friendly “Hello, hun!”
we’ve all received from Miss Ann or
Maria. Little things like that keep us
coming back semester after semester;
they’re what make us Broncs.
Above all, we as students should
be thankful that we’re receiving a
college education at a school where
you aren’t just a number, where the
opportunities for on- and off-campus
leadership positions and networking
are easily found. We attend college
in an ideal location for potential jobs
and internships at a school where
— whether it’s always apparent or
not — the administration, faculty
and staff truly care about every student. Rider works hard to create an
environment that allows its students
to excel in and out of the classroom.
And so, Rider, we complain about
you, we criticize you and we love
you.
The weekly editorial expresses the
majority opinion of The Rider News.
This week’s editorial was written by News
Editor Katie Zeck.

Want to advertise with
The Rider News?
Our ad rates are now
cheaper for everyone.
Let the students of
Rider University
know about events,
meetings and more!

For more information, visit
theridernews.com/place-an-ad

cartoonaday.com
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Senior Appreciation

Resident recognizes
Sandy Hook support

O

VER the course of one awful day,
my idyllic Connecticut town
went from being comfortably
anonymous to suddenly notorious. Dec.14, 2012 is a date that no one
who lives in Newtown, Conn. will ever
forget. It’s the day that a sick, horrible
and highly disturbed individual claimed
26 lives, 20 of which were children’s,
before taking his own in Sandy Hook
Elementary School. It’s also the day that
the nation came together in mourning
and exhibited extraordinary acts of kindness. The thoughtfulness of Rider faculty
displays the unity and solidarity existent
not only between students and staff, but

human beings.
Newtown is shrouded in sorrow.
While this tragedy devastated countless families and seemingly shook the
foundation of our nation to its core, the
compassion shown by scores of individuals, cities and countries demonstrates
how people can set aside their differences and join together for the sake of
those who were murdered and advocate
for the future.
This act of incomprehensible evil has
reverberated not only across the nation,
but also throughout the world. The U.S.
flag flew at half-staff at the U.S. embassies in cities like London and Rome.

➠
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Editor’s Corner

Career Services
shape seniors for life

F

RIDAY, May 17, 2013 — it means
something different to everyone.
It could mean a beloved birthday,
anniversary or simply the first
Friday of summer break. Yet to a select
group of Rider students, it means waltzing down the aisle and onto the stage
set up on the campus green and finally
receiving that very costly piece of paper:
a diploma.
Being a senior in college in your
final semester can be both relieving and
daunting. Working so hard for four years
and finally being able to cross the finish
line with a degree in your hand is possibly the biggest accomplishment to date.
Once it’s time to say goodbye to campus
life for good and dive into the working
world, will we feel overwhelmed and
unprepared?
In an effort to send us off with the
confidence and tools we need to be
submerged into the job market, Career
Adviser Lauren Nicolosi and the rest
of Career Services are providing future
graduates with a Senior Workshop
Series that kicked off Feb. 7 with a
graduate school workshop.
Future seminars will be held, for
the most part, every Thursday in the
Science building at 11:30 a.m. Each
session will focus on a certain skill, tool
or helpful tip to equip seniors better for
the Career Fair on March 28 and for life
beyond college. Some topics that will

be covered are: How your résumé can
pass the “10 second” test, how to make
yourself stand out with cover letters,
how to navigate a career fair and how to
prepare for an interview.
Attending these workshops could
create networking opportunities with
employers, seal the deal for a job after
graduation or simply make your résumé,
cover letter and game plan that much
stronger. It’s important to take hold
of the plentiful opportunities Career
Services has to offer us now because we
won’t always have a support system like
this in our back pocket.
With Rider faculty and staff as an
endless supply of resources, we should
take in as much about the professional
world as we possibly can. As students
who have worked so hard to get to this
point in our education, we shouldn’t
quit now — there is still so much more
we can do to better ourselves, our education and to set up a solid foundation
for a future outside of Rider.
Graduation day can be bittersweet
for some, but there’s no reason any of
us should feel unprepared or scared. We
have 98 days left. Let’s make them all
count.
-Kristy Grinere
Opinion Editor

Haniel Long
American poet and novelist

CONT’D FROM P. 8

Demonstrations of solidarity and
mourning were displayed all over the
globe. While it’s unfortunate that it took
such a horrific tragedy to bring people
together, the compassion that has been
shown for the families of the victims
and the townspeople is staggering. An
astounding amount of money has been
raised in honor of the deceased, the
sidewalks and streets are covered in
innumerable bunches of flowers, notes
and teddy bears. Various people and
organizations donated significant sums
of money just to give Newtown residents free haircuts, free pizza and free
frozen yogurt, among other things.
Students and faculty at Rider were
also affected. Several thoughtful professors were wonderful enough to email
me when they realized that Newtown
was my hometown. Friends and people
who had graduated years ago also
reached out after hearing the news. My
sister was studying abroad in Wales and
when she was introduced to strangers they expressed their sympathy and
condolences. It’s touching to see that in
the wake of such a heartbreaking, awful

What is your favorite thing about
Rider University?

“I like how it’s a really small school where teachers can give you one-on-one time. It’s
a compact school where you can learn a lot more.”
-Kritika Aswani
Junior radio and TV major
“My favorite thing about Rider is being involved with Rider Dance Ensemble. Being
involved in this organization is a great way to make friends while doing what you
love.”
-Ashley Miller
Sophomore elementary and dance major
“My favorite thing about Rider is the science program. As a bio major, learning about
the sciences not only gives me a chance to take labs and things that I’m interested in,
but I am also given the opportunity to work with my professors on research within
their lab.”
-Chris Marrocco
Freshman biology major
“My favorite thing about Rider is that the school is not too big where I can’t meet
someone new, but not too small where I can’t see my friends on a regular basis.”
-Ciera Wallace
Sophomore management and leadership and entrepreneurial studies major
“My favorite part of Rider is my voice teacher Linda Baker Grimm because she has
helped me grow so much as a performer and a person. I love her advice and the care
and support she shows me. I feel like she cares so much about each of her students
and I feel prepared for my future.”
-Elizabeth Ritacco
Sophomore musical theater major
“As an international student, I really like the family feeling in Gee Hall where you can
say hi to everyone you see in the hallway.”
-Chang Sung Bae
Graduate Accounting Major

Green Corner

Each of us is a being in himself and a being in society,
each of us needs to understand himself and understand
others, take care of others and be taken care of himself.”

Sandy Hook

Q
&A

Opinion

event that shakes one’s faith in civilization, there is such a core of human
decency that binds people together
regardless of race, creed, nationality or
political opinion.
Even now, almost two months after
the shooting, the devastating loss of life
is being acknowledged and lamented.
My mother works at Newtown Savings
Bank and they received countless donations made out to the affected families
and other gifts to the point that sorting
through it all was overwhelming for
the staff. The Sandy Hook Elementary
School chorus was greeted by staggering applause and emotional reactions
during its stirring performance of
“America the Beautiful” at the Super
Bowl.
Since the Sandy Hook shooting has
been branded into the public consciousness, it has elicited a litany of reactions,
from polarizing discussions on gun control to security in schools and mental
health. Regardless of anyone’s opinion
on the politics, at least he or she can see
in the aftermath how people around the
country and world can come together
in such a time of sorrow.
-Megan Pendagast
Features & Entertainment Editor

Hurricane Sandy aftermath
further affects environment

H

URRICANE Sandy offered students
an opportunity to study a natural
disaster from an economic,
chemical, environmental and
cultural perspective. When thinking
of the immense destruction, one may
wonder whether the days and weeks in
which residents were without electricity
and gasoline would reduce their carbon
emissions, and therefore their contribution to global climate change. One may
also wonder what will happen to all
of the debris and whether the cleanup
efforts will create extra jobs to stimulate the economy. The questions are
abundant and the cogs of discussion are
beginning to turn.
For the most part, the amount
of total electricity saved during the
widespread power outages is not available, nor are the figures about the total
amount of extra gasoline and electricity used during the cleanup efforts.
Debris, on the other hand, is more easily and tangibly quantifiable, particularly because there is so much of it.
The total tonnage of debris could
well be in to the millions, according to
Zach Seward in WHYY’s NewsWorks
article “N.J. Dealing with Tons of
Sandy Debris.” This amount of wreckage poses a huge problem of disposal,
and now more than ever, recycling and
reusing are being discussed as better
and more realistic solutions than landfills for the millions of tons of waste.
According to Lawrence Hajna,
spokesman for the New Jersey
Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP), the debris will
be recycled and reused to the “greatest extent possible.” The concern for

waste and storage is very important, as
landfills may quickly fill up, particularly
with hazardous materials, such as lead,
pesticides and asbestos. The NJDEP
has created more than 70 temporary
disposal areas to collect, sort and
appropriate Hurricane Sandy waste. It
is imperative that these waste facilities
manage the incoming debris through
repurposing and recycling rather than
sending it to landfills.
The discussion of the Sandy
devastation and damage has also led
to questions about rebounding economic productivity. According to The
Weather Channel’s Michael Melia in
“Sandy Brings Economic Booms, Busts
to the Northeast,” the storm is responsible for about $62 million in damage, which will result in an increased
need for manual labor and goods to
rebuild the densely populated region.
In the same article, experts said that
the increased post-Sandy activity could
help spur the economy. Yet in NPR’s
State Impact article “It’s All a Wash:
Hurricane Sandy and the Broken
Window Fallacy,” Dennis Delay, an
economist at the Center for Public
Policy Studies, believes that the damage
was so widespread that any potential
economic boom will most likely be balanced by the immense devastation.
Though these discussions are just
beginning, it is important that all
Americans, including college students,
learn from this and other natural disasters so that we may be better prepared
in the future to respond quickly and
appropriately.
		
-Hannah Strong
Westminster Eco-Rep
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Women’s basketball

Broncs to collide with Iona on ESPN3

T

By Tom Albano

‘‘

HE Broncs are gearing up for a big game this
weekend, as they go on the road to take on
Iona in New Rochelle, N.Y. on Feb. 9 at 4
p.m. The game will air on ESPN3.
Going into the winter break, the Broncs (11-11,
6-5 MAAC) had a 5-4 overall record, with MAAC
conference games yet to be played. The Broncs
pulled off two strong wins against Army and
Pittsburgh; however, the team knew it could not sit
comfortably, as there was work to be done with conference games starting soon.
“Winter break is a great time for our team,” Head
Coach Lynn Milligan said. “We have a lot of time
to focus on just basketball. We spend a lot of extra
time working on individual skills. We also spend time
together as a team more off the court.”
The Broncs got off to a slow start over the break,
losing three straight games, including one at home
against first-place Marist.
“Our turnaround came from getting back to playing our game and doing what we do best as a team,”
senior center Caitlin Bopp said.

“We did not play our best but still had a
chance to win,” Milligan said. “We did not
rebound well, which gave Niagara too many extra
opportunities.”
The Broncs knew they had to cash in from the
charity stripe in order to get back to their winning
ways.
Senior center Caitlin Bopp
“We needed to make our free throws, something that has been a real strength for us this
year and I think we dropped the ball on that,”
Brown said. “Also, our one-on-one defense was
Bopp knew that this season could be special if the
struggling.”
Rising above its flaws, the team defeated Fairfield
players were all on the same page.
55-44 last night. They look to keep building as they
“We realized as a team that we could do something
take Iona (11-10, 6-4 MAAC) on ESPN3.
this season and if we wanted to do something big, we
“Any time you get a chance to play a TV game it
needed to pick it up,” she said.
is exciting,” Milligan said. “The last time we played
With this in mind, the Broncs went 4-3 in their last
seven games over the break, including a win on the
Iona, we lost in the MAAC tournament in overtime.
road against Fairfield,the final game before the start
This game will be very exciting and a tough matchup
of J-Term.
but we will be ready. We have been playing fairly well
Following a win against Manhattan on Jan. 31,
and are in the thick of things in the MAAC. We will
the Broncs took on Niagara at home on Feb. 2, which
be prepared for every game with the intention of playended in a bitter 64-59 defeat.
ing good Rider basketball for 40 minutes at a time.”

We realized as a team that we could do
something this season and if we wanted to
do something big, we needed to pick it up.”


Broncs battle hard on ice,
deserve increased attendance

CRISTIANA VOTTA

Cristiana Votta is a freshman
journalism major and Sports
Editor for The Rider News

D

OMINATING our
campus in athletics, the men’s and
women’s basketball, soccer and field
hockey teams usually
take precedence over our
club ice hockey team.
However, the latter has
proven to be just as successful over the years.
In a sense, the team
seems to receive less
respect because it is a
club team rather than
a Division I team, like
the more popular teams
on campus. But is that
a valid reason for this
reasoning? The hockey
players put on cranberry
jerseys every weekend
and represent the school
in the same exact fashion as any other team.
This wasn’t always
the case and and of
course acceptions such
as rival games like TCNJ
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bringing some energy to
the bench.”
It’s no secret that
Pereira is a shooter, and
to be a great shooter

occur but, the Broncs
typically host 75 viewers, according to junior
forward Mike Rossi.
This can’t compare to
the nearly full stands of
a typical men’s basketball game.
Of course, students
don’t have the luxury of
being able to walk to a
hockey game from their
dorm, but Loucks Ice
Arena is just a short fiveminute drive down the
road. College students
love nothing more than
free entertainment,
and the hockey team
provides just that, as
the games are free to all
students.
Students on campus
oftentimes say, “Well,
isn’t the team just a club
team?” Yes, but they
play top-notch teams
from many schools in
the ACHA including
Delaware, Maryland and
Penn State.
There are a total of
184 ACHA teams that
are broken into four
regions. Rider is currently in 7th place in the
Southeast region, which
is the highest it has ever
been ranked, according
to Rossi. The Broncs are
compared to impressive
teams such as the undefeated, nationally ranked
you must exhibit great
confidence, which he
certainly doesn’t lack.
“I’m confident
enough that when the
ball leaves my hands that
I know it’s going in, so I
have to create that space
and let it fly,” he said.

Miami, which is 19-0.
The Broncs have
made the league playoffs
every year since the
2005-06 season. This
year is also the second straight year the
team has qualified for
regionals.
Although the Broncs
will graduate four
significant seniors at
the end of this season,
they show a promising
group of underclassmen,
including seven current
freshmen in an assortment of positions who
will continue to build
on the team’s success.
Impressively filling some
large shoes, sophomore
forward Pat Grilli is
currently tied for 14th
in the ACHA in goals
with 24 and 17th in total
points with 51. He has
the potential to continue
with the team and its
ongoing success.
This weekend’s games
mark the last shot for
students to watch the
Broncs until next year.
The MACHA playoffs,
are set to take place in
Abingdon, Md. on Feb.
15 to 17. In previous
years, the team played
at its absolute highest
level with more support
than any other season’s
games.

In both the 2010-11
and 2009-10 seasons,
the Broncs made it to
the MACHA championship game. Last year,
they were taken down
in a tough battle against
Rowan that resulted
in a first-round defeat.
This year, coming back
strong, the team looks to
ignite the fire and take
charge of the championship weekend. Rider,
the underdogs, will look
to defeat the likes of
top-seeded Penn State,
which is 9-0 in conference play, and secondseeded Rowan. Penn
State has scored 50 goals
while only conceding
16. With that being said,
what are sports without
a little fierce competition
and motivation?
Although this is the
final stretch for the
senior class, the underclassmen are just starting
their journey toward a
championship and we
know the Broncs won’t
go down without a fight.
If you’re into tough
competition on the cool
ice, then the Broncs are
the way to go.

2012-13
ENTERTAINMENT
JAN 19

TUBBS SNOWSHOES
ROMP TO STOMP

JAN 22

TOUR DE CREEK
SHOP CHALLENGE

JAN 25—27

BURTON MOUNTAIN FESTIVAL
@ VERNON BASE

FEB 2—3

USASA MID-ATLANTIC SERIES

FEB 2

THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE

FEB 9

K2 PRETTY IN PINK
GIRLS ONLY RAIL JAM

FEB 16

VOLCOM PEANUT BUTTER
& RAIL JAM

FEB 16

THE AMISH OUTLAWS
@ RED TAIL LODGE

MAR 2

THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE

MAR 10

SNOW PLOW LUAU & POND SKIM
@ VERNON BASE

Contact this writer at
vottac@theridernews.com

College Specials

Want to write for sports?
Contact Dave Pavlak at
pavlakd@theridernews.com

WITH PRESENTATION OF A COLLEGE ID

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

GIRLS’
SHRED NIGHT

$20
PLAY DAY

CARLOAD

FRIDAY NIGHT
TUBING

COLLEGE
WEEKENDS

LADIES SKI/RIDE
FOR FREE

EVERYONE SKIS/RIDES
FOR $20 PP!

$59.99 FOR UP
TO 6 PEOPLE!

$10-OFF ADMISSION
WITH VALID COLLEGE ID

$99* FOR A CARLOAD
OF BUDDIES.
*PRE-PURCAHSE ONLINE REQUIRED.

mountaincreek.com/events
FOR TRANSPORTATION INFO, VISIT NJTRANSIT.COM/CREEK

SAT&SUN
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Men’s Basketball
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By Steven Eggert
HE Broncs experienced a
cold snap during the winter
break before they were able
to find a little steam, dropping four consecutive games to
Princeton, Rutgers, Delaware and
Loyola (MD). Able to shake off the
losses, the Broncs put together an
impressive five-game winning streak,
defeating Siena, Manhattan, Loyola,
St. Peter’s and Iona.
Unable to keep the momentum rolling, the Broncs dropped
their next three oponents against
Canisius, Manhattan and Fairfield
before the students returned to
campus.
The Broncs prepared for one
final push as they took on and
defeated Niagara.
Over winter break, junior guard
Anthony Myles (11.8 ppg), senior
guard Jon Thompson (11.5 ppg)
and junior forward Danny Stewart
(11.3 ppg) remained Rider’s top
scorers. Junior guard Tommy
Pereira has also been a valuable
weapon off the bench who has
shown the ability to knock down
threes and play hard defensively.
In the Broncs last six wins, they
averaged 67 ppg, while only averaging 56.25 points in their last four
losses. Considering the inconsistency of this team, the mental side
of the game has been the difference
between winning and losing.
“There’s a fine line and I think
it’s confidence,” Head Coach Kevin
Baggett said. “When guys are losing, they start to lose confidence.

That’s something I’ve had to coach
more than I’d like to, but the effort
is always there. We go through
shooting lulls and guys are defending, but we don’t score. It’s kind of
a grind at times.”
Against Niagara (14-10, 10-3
MAAC) the Broncs won by a score
of 72-69. Myles led the way with
23 points while Thompson added
18.
Prior to the game, Niagara was
the best team in the MAAC and
second in the conference in scoring
with 75.4 ppg. A main reason is
the strong backcourt play of guard
Juan’ya Green (16.7 ppg).
“Those guys are really good,”
Baggett said. “They’re one of
the better backcourt duos in the
conference and in the country. You
might contain them, but they’ve got
Ameen Tanksley, Devon White and
some other guys who can score.”
On Feb. 9, Rider travels to Iona,
the home of the top offense in the
MAAC and the third best in the
NCAA, averaging about 82 ppg.
“They can score in bunches and
we need to protect ourselves from
that,” Baggett said. “We also need
to try to force the tempo the way
we want to play and not to the way
they want to, so that’s going to be
the message.”
Another MAAC backcourt duo
of Lamont “Momo” Jones (21.9
ppg) and Sean Armand (17.7 ppg)
headline the Gaels as two of the
three top MAAC scorers.
“Against Iona, we’re going to go
with the same game plan by trying

to contain Jones and Armand,”
senior guard Jon Thompson said.
“We have to concentrate on the
defensive side because they have a
lot of offensive firepower.”
Despite Iona’s high-powered
offense, the Broncs defeated the
team at home, 67-62, on Jan. 20.
“You know what Jones and
Armand are going to give you,”
Baggett said. “They have more
guys that can score the ball. It’s just
a matter of which one of the other
guys will step up and not allow
those guys to go off on us.”
After this week, there are only
five games left in the regular season
before the MAAC tournament
begins. Currently, the Broncs are
the fifth seed.
“The last couple of games are
very important because they determine seeding for the MAAC tournament,” Thompson said. “We also
need to pick up a little momentum
so that we are feeling good about
ourselves at the tournament.”
One reason Rider always has a
chance to win games is the defense.
The Broncs are giving up 64.1 ppg,
which is over 10 points better than
last season.
“I’m confident we can defend
for three straight nights [in MAAC
tournament] which is what you’re
going to have to do,” Baggett said.
“If guys rely on scoring sometimes
that fails you. I’m confident that
we’ll have a chance to win night in
and night out in the tournament.”

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

Rider looking for stability in second half of play

Senior guard Jon Thompson poses a threat in transition.

Wrestling

Broncs prepare for championship through final matches

C

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

By Cristiana Votta
and every opponent you
OMING off an 11-24
face in Division I is going
loss at Old Dominion
to be tough,” McNeil said.
(10-6), the Broncs
“You always have to be
look toward improvready for a dogfight.”
ing their record when they
If the Broncs keep this
return home on Feb. 9 at
positive drive, Cibula feels
noon against Sacred Heart
they can make the CAA
and Feb. 10 at 2 p.m.
championships, which
against Drexel (7-9).
take place on March 9 in
“Everyone on the team
Boston.
has been getting a lot of
“Conference matches
work in with the coaches
always put extra pressure
[since the loss] and it’s
because you are wrestling
made us realize we are
opponents that you will
making a lot of little
most likely go against at
technical mistakes that
CAA championships,”
mean a lot and can cost
McNeil said. “Drexel is
us matches at this level of
a big meet for the team
competition,” said 197overall and it’s important
pound sophomore Donald In the 2012-13 season,149-pound senior captain Zac Cibula holds a 19-7 overall record, including four pins.
for everyone to win their
McNeil.
matches to help their seedIf the Broncs wrestle to their ability, they have
ings for the brackets at the conference tournament.”
score earlier, our guys usually do a good job of holdpotential to come out of the weekend with two wins.
With time running short, the Broncs must put in a
ing the lead and finishing the match.”
“This weekend I expect our team to win both of
large effort and extreme concentration in all of their
The team as a whole has showed consistency; howour duals,” 149-pound senior captain Zac Cibula said.
final matches.
ever, a few wrestlers have stood out statistically and in
“Sacred Heart’s team is a little weaker this year, so
the coaches’ eyes.
“Everyone needs to work on their mindsets,”
we should have no problem. Also, if we wrestle well
“Our team has a few individuals who have been
McNeil said. “We have to stay tough and realize how
against Drexel, there is no reason the team should not
doing really well,” Cibula said. “[165-pound junior]
important each match is for the conference seeding
come out on top.”
and preparation for the conference and national tourRamon Santiago has been having a great year and is
The Broncs have considered all of their highs and
naments. We need to be stingy with our positioning
currently Top 20 in the country. Also, McNeil [174lows in performance throughout the season and have
and not give up points.”
pound junior], James Brundage [133-pound sophostrived toward sticking with what has been working for
more], Jimmy Morris and I were Top 33 in the last
them.
Contact this writer at vottac@theridernews.com
coaches’ poll.”
“A strong point for our team has been the top posiHeading into the weekend, the Broncs face
tion and our conditioning,” Cibula said. “With that
high expectations and pressure seeing as the CAA
being said, we need to figure out a way to be better on
Championships are just a few matches away.
bottom and to score earlier in the match. If we can
“There is always pressure when you take to the mat
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Inside today:
Women’s basketball
takes on Iona.

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

Page 10

Junior guard Tommy Pereira, from Nottingham, England has been a pivotal part for the Broncs in the latter half of the season. Be sure to check out the men’s basketball article on page 11.

Pereira scores when it matters most
By Corey Donetz

“Starting at guard, a junior from
Nottingham, England, Tommy
Pereira,” boomed thunderously over
the speakers as a roaring cheer carried
throughout Alumni Gym when Pereira
jumped off his seat and burst through
a high-fiving human tunnel formed by
his teammates. He saluted the camera,
making his first career home start.
After nearly three years of playing
basketball for Rider, Pereira earned
the opportunity to make his first career
start on the road against MAAC foe
St. Peter’s, stepping in for junior guard
Nurideen Lindsey, who suffered a concussion during practice.
“I was feeling it and I was enjoying
it,” Pereira said. “I knew once I got my
feet set and my first few shots off, they
were going in. I knew it was going to be
a good game and I just wanted to keep
shooting.”
Pereira exceeded expectations by
setting a career high with 17 points,
leading Rider to a 66-54 victory. His
success continued in his second start,
his first at home, against one of the
MAAC’s toughest teams, Iona, as he
added 14 points in the Broncs’ win.
In his third major apperance, Pereira
scored 11 points for the Broncs, even
though the team fell short to Canisius.
Pereira’s role had increased this
season even before the opportunity to
start, and he quickly built a reputation
for extreme hustle and grit that has
been recognized by fans, his teammates
and Rider’s coaching staff.
“Tommy has always been the consummate teammate, doing whatever is
asked of him whether in a small role
or a larger role,” Head Coach Kevin
Baggett said. “He’s an even-keeled kid
who never gets too excited one way or
the other. His teammates get excited for

him because they know how hard he
roots for them.”
Pereira started in place of Lindsey
over a span of four games, averaging
11.3 ppg while shooting an impressive
16-35 (45.7%) from the field in the four
starts.
“I was nervous,” Pereira admitted.
“I used to play in England and back
home I used to start a lot, but coming off of the bench [at Rider] I had
accepted my role.”
The transition from playing in
Europe to playing in the U.S. is difficult, and Pereira has put in the extra
work in order to
evolve successfully at
Rider.
“The
American
game is
tougher,”
Head
he said.
“It’s more
one-on-one
oriented. My freshman and sophomore
years I was still kind of adapting. Being
an overseas player, it was kind of hard
to adjust to, but now I’m getting more
of a feel for it and I’m starting to enjoy
it a lot more.”
Growing up in England, Pereira was
a skilled athlete in both basketball and
soccer. He enjoyed playing them both,
but around the age of 15, a decision
needed to be made.
“When I was 15 my father said I had
to make a choice,” said Pereira. “It was
a crucial time I was peaking at soccer
and I was peaking at basketball. He
said, ‘You could either be good at both
or you could be great at one.’”
He chose basketball, but still has an
undeniable love for the game of soccer
“I always tell everyone, my passion is

‘‘

basketball but my true heart is soccer. I
love soccer,” he said.
At age 18, Pereira moved to Spain
to pursue greater basketball opportunities. He never had any aspirations to
come to the U.S. until college coaches
saw him play in a tournament held in
Rhode Island. Pereira attracted interest from Wyoming, Oral Roberts, a
few NCAA Division II schools and of
course, Rider.
“[Former Rider Head Coach]
Tommy Dempsey came all the way to
Spain to see me and he offered me a
full scholarship there and then, and
that’s how
I’ve ended
up here
today,” he
said.
Pereira
committed
Coach Kevin Baggett and signed
to play
at Rider
before physically coming to campus. It wasn’t until
the summer before he began his freshman year that he set foot on campus.
“When Dempsey came out to see me
play, he sat me down and he showed me
videos of the campus, the school and
the team,” said Pereira. “He said I’d be
a great fit. He made me feel welcomed.
I had never been on the campus before
and he made me feel like I belonged
here.”
Pereira had never gone by “Tommy”
before coming to Rider and he credits
Dempsey with coining his own nickname. It has become everyday name.
“It was one of the first things that
Coach [Dempsey] called me and I
didn’t respond to it at first because I
wasn’t used to it,” he said. “I like it
though; it’s grown on me.”

Tommy has always been the consummate teammate doing whatever
is asked of him.”


Along with transitioning on the
court, Pereira had to adjust to life away
from home, a struggle that living and
playing in Spain helped prepare him
for.
“I’m a long way from home and my
family,” he said. “It’d be nice to have
them over here, but I’m just working
toward a successful life for me and
them.”
Pereira’s parents have been able to
travel to the U.S. though many international players go through four years
without having their parents see them
play.
“My parents came around my 21st
birthday last year and it was great to
see them,” he said. “They enjoyed it a
lot. They stayed for 10 days and came
down to see me play Loyola (MD) and
then we had two home games against
Niagara and Canisius, so they got to see
me play three times last year. The next
trips they’ll be over here for are Senior
Day and graduation.”
Pereira has steadily grown into a
versatile figure of the team in many
ways.
“Tommy is a leader on this team
who represents us on and off the court
in a manner we would want every
player who plays for our program to
strive toward,” Baggett said. “He will
say things to his teammates when he
thinks they need to be said.”
Pereira’s adjustments and improvments have become very noticeable.
“On the court he has gotten a lot
better at moving without the ball,”
said teammate junior foward Danny
Stewart. “During the game when he’s
playing he is able to knock down shots
when we need them and when he is on
the bench he is the
SEE PEREIRA
one you always
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hear cheering and
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